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	*Hair Length
	
    
        -- Please Select --
12 
14 +$50.00
16 +$84.50
18 +$114.86
20 +$156.79
22 +$187.16
24 +$208.85
26 +$290.01
28 +$404.64
30 +$482.18
32 +$585.69
36 +$753.50
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250% +$95.00
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    	Description
	Reviews


            	Description
	
                        
            	Human Hair Type	WIGGINS HAIR HD Lace Wigs
	Hair Texture	Straight and Body Wave
	Hair Color	Natural Black
	Lace Material	HD Lace & Transparent Lace
	Features	Can be Dyed or Bleached to #27, Can be Restyled, Tangle Free, Shedding Free
	Processing time	This is a Customized Product.
	Delivery Time	Normal by FEDEX, 2-5 Working Days Arrive After Shipping
	Related Catalog	Lace Front Wigs, Lace Closure Wigs, Blonde Ombre Wigs
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B************

                    
                    
                    By B************

                    
                    
                                        (06 Mar. 2022 22:52)                    

                    

                
                





	
                                                            	Avg	
                                    
                                        

                                    

                                


                                        
                        26                    
                    
                    Hello girls and guys I just want to take a moment and tell you about this amazing hair from Wiggins Hair...it was so soft when I took it out the box very true to length beautiful thick with no smelly scent and they even sent Free gifts thts always a plus I’m so very please with this seller and how they communicate too make sure your happy with your purchase I really luv that about this company this by far is my favorite seller so look no further you will luv this company as well if you give them a try                    
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                        24                    
                    
                    I love this hair. It is a nice body wave frontal wig, The wig is really pretty with nice waves just like the pictures. This is a perfect  wig to throw on really quick before leaving the house which makes it very convenien.Overall, it's a really good product and I would totally recommend it. Hair is super soft. There isn't too much hair to make it look wiggy. There is little to no shedding.shipping was super fast. There is no funny smell. I have bought from this seller many times and I will definitely be ordering again.                    
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                    The hair is very good !it doesn't shed or get tangled !! Also hair has body to it & true to length definitely love this hair & will order again 10/10 I got my money worth.                    
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                        18 inches                    
                    
                    Hair is beautiful! The vendor was very communicative. Hair doesn't sheds at all. Very happy with my purchase! Would totally recommend . I will be re ordering from them again                    
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                    The wig is very nice wig and is just like the picture. Very soft and no smelly odor.                    
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                    This hair is full, beautiful and fierce. It's definitely worth the price!!! 10/10. My favourite part about it is how full it is, It's true to length and Its true to density. I'm so glad I stumbled upon this wig.If you thinking and stuck about whether or not to get this wig, just do it. It's worth the money.                     
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                    This wig is definitely the best affordable wig I have gotten. I have worn the wig many times and it still hold really good  Would definitely recommend to anyone looking for a great quality wig at a good price !! This wig is my favorite to install super easy and efficient!! Will be back to buy again                    
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                    Hair quality is amazing!!! I can’t wait to get my wig installed & take pictures! Best hair ever!                    
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                    Hello girls and guys I just want to take a moment and tell you about this amazing hair from Wiggins Hair...it was so soft when I took it out the box very true to length beautiful thick with no smelly scent and they even sent Free gifts thts always a plus I’m so very please with this seller and how they communicate too make sure your happy with your purchase I really luv that about this company this by far is my favorite seller so look no further you will luv this company as well if you give them a try                    
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                    I love this hair. It is a nice body wave frontal wig, The wig is really pretty with nice waves just like the pictures. This is a perfect  wig to throw on really quick before leaving the house which makes it very convenien.Overall, it's a really good product and I would totally recommend it. Hair is super soft. There isn't too much hair to make it look wiggy. There is little to no shedding.shipping was super fast. There is no funny smell. I have bought from this seller many times and I will definitely be ordering again.                    
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D****************

                    
                    
                    By D****************

                    
                    
                                        (26 Mar. 2024 10:09)                    

                    

                
                	
                                                            	Avg	
                                    
                                        

                                    

                                


                                        
                        Hurry up n buy                    
                    
                    This wig is very good quality full and long no shedding, the lace melted easily and seamless! I will be purchasing more from this vender!
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                       1
                
                
                    	
                

B***************

                    
                    
                    By B***************

                    
                    
                                        (25 Mar. 2024 17:30)                    

                    

                
                	
                                                            	Avg	
                                    
                                        

                                    

                                


                                        
                        REAL HD LACE!                    
                    
                    Repurchased the wig twice already! highly recommend. lace is very much hd and melts easily, knots bleached very well, and is pretty thick. for the price with every penny.                    
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                       2
                
                
                    	
                

A***********

                    
                    
                    By A***********

                    
                    
                                        (24 Mar. 2024 07:18)                    

                    

                
                	
                                                            	Avg	
                                    
                                        

                                    

                                


                                        
                        This wig is the truth…                    
                    
                    The lace was great, I didn’t have any problems melting it and it was already bleached the knots. The wig is very full, I was a bit skeptical at first when I conditioned it but once it dried the inches were giving true to length. I also blunt cut the ends of my wig and it still gave 30 inches which is superb. There was no shedding and I didn’t have any issues pressing the hair out. I definitely will purchase again because it has potential since it’s actually human hair. This wig was definitely a great buy for me.                    
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                       1
                
                
                    	
                

R***********

                    
                    
                    By R***********

                    
                    
                                        (23 Mar. 2024 16:52)                    

                    

                
                	
                                                            	Avg	
                                    
                                        

                                    

                                


                                        
                        GREAT PURCHASE                    
                    
                    I love this wig long true to length very soft and no shed will reorder !!                    
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b***********

                    
                    
                    By b***********

                    
                    
                                        (22 Mar. 2024 02:25)                    

                    

                
                	
                                                            	Avg	
                                    
                                        

                                    

                                


                                        
                        Wow beautiful wig!                    
                    
                    I absolutely love this wig. It’s such good quality. It lasted me a very long time and it didn’t like shut a lot when I washed it or brushed it so I would definitely recommend this wig.                    
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S*************

                    
                    
                    By S*************

                    
                    
                                        (21 Mar. 2024 12:07)                    

                    

                
                	
                                                            	Avg	
                                    
                                        

                                    

                                


                                        
                        Great Quality                     
                    
                    I absolutely love this wig! True to length, soft and great quality. I will definitely purchase again!                    
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S****************

                    
                    
                    By S****************

                    
                    
                                        (20 Mar. 2024 16:31)                    

                    

                
                	
                                                            	Avg	
                                    
                                        

                                    

                                


                                        
                        Nice and silky                    
                    
                    This wig was nice and straight. Hard good parting space and was bouncy. The lace was easy to melt as well. This wig is really good!!! knots are barely visible, the hair is really soft with minimum shedding!! im on my second install with this wig and it still looks good as new!!!                    
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J***************

                    
                    
                    By J***************

                    
                    
                                        (01 Feb. 2024 12:06)                    

                    

                
                	
                                                            	Avg	
                                    
                                        

                                    

                                


                                        
                        Hair quality                    
                    
                    The hair is amazing and came very quickly within 3 days the hair is very full and soft and I will be purchasing from this company again very amazing hair !                    
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T***************

                    
                    
                    By T***************

                    
                    
                                        (31 Jan. 2024 09:11)                    

                    

                
                	
                                                            	Avg	
                                    
                                        

                                    

                                


                                        
                        Great quality wig!                    
                    
                    I’ve had this wig for two months and it still feels amazing. The lace is great and the hair is really full. The lace is thin so be careful not ripping a hole while plucking. I definitely recommend this wig it’s true to length and hold a great curl                    
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B***************

                    
                    
                    By B***************

                    
                    
                                        (30 Jan. 2024 14:17)                    

                    

                
                	
                                                            	Avg	
                                    
                                        

                                    

                                


                                        
                        Good quality !                    
                    
                    Absolutely love this wig so of course I will be ordering with this company again!!!                    
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    Question & answer

    
      
      

      
          
              
          
      

    

    
            
                        
                
                    Q
                    Can I request the lace to be precut and pre-plucked prior to shipment? 
                

                                    
                    0 answer(s)
                

                    
                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    can i customize hair
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        Yes, you can customize hair. Contact Wiggins Hair customer service to ask more.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        1
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    Can the cap size be large I have a lot of hair and a big head 
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        Yes, it can be made in large cap size. You can leave a note when check out. They customize it.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        0
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    Hello Wiggins. This is my first purchase with you. I have a small head. I just ordered a wig. Do have a small head option?? 
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        Yes, they can make wig in small cap size, you can leave a note for it when check out. You can contact Wiggins Hair customer service to help you after place the order.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        0
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    what is the cap size
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        It's medium cap size.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        0
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    Can you dye and bleach the hair?
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        Yes, they can dye and bleach the hair. Contact their custome service to ask more details.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        0
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    With a 5*5 can you do a deep side part?
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        You can do the slight side part. As for more details, contact Wiggins Hair customer service to ask.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        0
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    Is this wig glueless?
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        Yes, it's glueless.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        0
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    Is the wig re-wearable?
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        Yes, it can be re-wearable. With good care, it can be used for at least a year                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        8
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    Is it true 250% density?
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        Yes, it't true 250%density.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        9
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    how long is shipping
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        Normally the shipping time is 2-5 working days for US. Different countries, the shipping time is also different. For more details, you can contact with Wiggins Hair customer service to ask.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        5
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    How long does it take to ship to england?
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        Normally the shipping time is 3-6 working days after it ships.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        6
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    If I order a wig, what cap size would it normally come in? 
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        It is medium cap size on the website, but they also make small and large size for most of products. Contact with Wiggins Hair customer service to ask more.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        5
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    does it cost extra to get a full 13x6?
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        You can contact with Wiggins Hair customer service, they will tell you more and explain to you.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        5
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    is the 13x6 a full lace frontal or is it just a frontal 
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        They can make full 13*6 lace frontal. Contact with Wiggins Hair customer service to ask more.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        5
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    Hey. Do you ship to the Uk in all the wig types?
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        Yes, that's right.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        4
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    Is this a full wig or a half frontal ?
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        There're serval options you can choose, lace closure and lace frontal wig. Lace frontal wig is with full frontal (from ear to ear).                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        4
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    Can you request a large cap size ?
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        Yes, they can make large cap size. You can leave a note when place the order.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        5
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    Do you offer small size wigs and overnight shipping… area code 90813
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        Yes, they offer the small size and overnight shipping. Contact with Wiggins customer service to ask more details.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        5
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    Can I remove the bands/straps & combs that are on the wig?
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        Yes, they can do that for you. Contact their Wiggins Hair customer service to ask more details.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        4
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    How do I ship in south Africa 
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        They can ship to South Africa. You can place the order from their website directly.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        6
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    Hi do you ship to Eswatini/Swaziland 
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        They ship to Swaziland.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        4
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    I want to order today how long does shipping take 
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        Normally the shipping time is 3-5 working days.  Differen country, the shipping time is also different. You can contact with Wiggins Hair customer service to ask more details.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        4
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    Hi, do you ship to Malawi in Africa
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        Yes, they ship to Malawi.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        5
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    Hi, do you ship to Malawi in Africa
                

                                    
                    0 answer(s)
                

                    
                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    Hello !How long would it takes to ship to Egypt?Do you includes DHL country importación taxes 
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        Sorry, they don't ship to Egypt. Any other questions, you can contact with Wiggins Hair customer service to ask more details.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        5
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    I’m curious— are the frontals Brazilian, Malaysian or Peruvian hair? I didn’t see an option.
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        They have all of them. You can leave a  note for that when place the order.                     
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        6
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    How long would it take to ship to Braddock Pa? i ordered a day before thanksgiving November 23
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        You will get it within 2-4 working days after it ships.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        4
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    Whats the difference between HD LACE AND TRANSPARENT LACE? 
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        HD lace is our top quality transparent swiss lace. It is lighter and thinner with invisible knots. And it also matches all the skins. Transparent lace is suitable for the light skin。
                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        7
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    If I order a wig could my cap size be change to a small and how long will it take to get to Dallas
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        Yes, it can be made with small cap size. Normally the delivery time is 3-7 working days after it ships.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        4
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    How many days does it take to ship to Dubai 
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        It may take 7-15 working days after it ships.                     
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        6
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    Can the body wave be straightened?
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        Yes, it can be straightened. When using hot tools, we suggest temperatures under 300F degrees for colored hair, and under 360F degrees for natural colored hair to avoid dryness. Do not leave any hot tools on the hair for no more than 30 seconds. Once done styling your hair, clean your hot tools.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        6
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    Do you provide rush shipping?
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        Yes,, they provide  rush shipping for some products. As for more details, you can contact with Wiggins Hair service to ask that.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        3
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    Is it synthetic 
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        Their hair is 100% unprocessed human virgin hair.                     
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        5
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    How thick and long is the model hair wearing the body wave in the video?
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        It is about 26inch and 200%density. Contact with Wiggins Hair service to ask more details.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        7
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    Hi,If i order a 13x6 wig in this style, are the sides from temple till ear also 6 inch?
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        It can be made in full 13*6lace frontal, pls leave a note when place the order. Contact with Wiggins Hair to ask details.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        5
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    i have a big head, so what size cap for the wigs do you guys use? 
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        It can be made in large cap size. You can leave a note when place the order. Or contact with Wiggins Hair service to ask more details.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        4
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    If I wet the wig will i get a curly wet look or straight wet look?
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        Normally you can get curly wet wig. Suggest that you can make the style once again after dry. As for more details, you can contact with Wiggins Hair serivice to ask that.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        7
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    how long does it to ship to USA (Brooklyn Ny)? 
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        Normally it may take 3-5 working days after it ships. But they also have the US store located in New York. So sometimes, the customers can get the package within 1-2 working days after it ships. As for more details, you can contact with Wiggins Hair service to ask that.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        5
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    Can we get to pick the wig 
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        The free wig is sent by their warehouse randomly. As for more details, you can contact with Wiggins Hair service to ask that.
                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        4
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    Can I colour the wig 
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        Yeah, you can color the wig. All of their wigs can be dyed to the #27 color. it couldn’t be bleached to a lighter color than #27. Suggest that you find a professional hairstylist to do it to reach better coloring. You can also contact Wiggins Hair to ask for more details.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        4
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    Is this wig part free?
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        Yes, it can be parted free.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        5
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    Am I able to flat iron and make straight?Also can the wig cap be made smaller to fit my head 21cm?Can it be made full 13x6?
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        Yes, it can be straightened, but pls pay attention to the temperature between 160-180c. And we also can make it in small cap size(21.5inch). You can leave a note when place the order.  And yes, we also can make full 13*6. Pls contact Wiggins Hair  after place the order.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        3
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    Is this particular wig glueless? I mean the 13x6 hd lace wig. 
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        All of their wigs are glueless. You don't need to use glue. Inside the wig, there are combs and adjustable strap to ensure tightness. Please rest assured.                     
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        8
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    How to get the free wig?
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        If you buy from this link, the Wiggins Hair System will automatically add a free random wig. You can also contact their customer service to double check your order.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        3
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    Can I style this by cutting a bang that will lay properly with this wig?
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        Yes, you can cut a bang. It is recommended that you find a professional hair stylist to help you style it.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        8
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    Do you guys remember send a free wig
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        Wiggins Hair system will automatically add the free wig after you place the order if you buy from this promotion link. If you are not at ease, you can also contact their customer service to check your order.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        5
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    Can I order a 24.5 circumference wig cap? Because size large is still too small for my head size. 
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        As I know, Wiggins hair can just customize large cap size with 23.5inch. You can contact their customer service for further confirmation. Maybe you could consider buying some bundles with closure/frontal, then install them into a wig that fits you.                     
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        4
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    can they make a small cap 
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        Yes, they can make them in small cap size. You can leave a note when place the order. As for more details, you can contact with Wiggins Hair Service to ask.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        4
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    I need to be able to put up my hair in one, how do I know its 360, its not specifying.
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        For this product, you can choose 5*5 wig, 13*4 wig or 13*6 wig. If you want 360 wig, you can enter "360 wig" in the website search box to search. Or you can also contact Wiggins Hair customer service to find the exact link for you.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        6
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    Can I get this color 1b
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        It is natural black(1B). You can contact with Wiggins Hair Service for more details.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        5
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    Is there a option for the cap size please? My head circumference is 23”
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        They can make the large cap size(23.5inch), You can leave a note when you place the order. Contact Wiggins Hair Service for more details.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        3
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    how long does shipping take?
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        Different products have different shipping time. Please tell Wiggins Hair customer service more details about the wig you want, then they will check the shipping time for you.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        6
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    j'aimerai recevoir la perruque avec un élastique band à l'intérieur
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        There has the adjustable band on each wig, you can adjust the wig based on your head size. If you want an extra elastic band, you can contact Wiggins hair customer service and they will send it to you.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        6
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    Is the free wig also HD lace?
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        The free wig is sent randomly. Wiggins Hair will add the free wig to your order.                     
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        4
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    Is there a way to make it a full 13x6 and not the 13x6 that’s only 6inches deep in the middle part of the head and 2 inches deep on the sides?
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        Yes, Wiggins hair can make full side 13*6 wig structure now. Please contact their customer service to learn more details about it.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        4
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    What grade is the hair?
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        The hair grade is 9A.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        2
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    What’s the difference between Swiss hd and hd lace?
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        Do you mean the differences between regular lace and HD lace? The regular lace is Swiss lace. It is divided into three colors: medium brown, light brown and transparent lace. You can choose the color closest to your skin. HD lace is the best Swiss lace. It is very thin, very soft, and has a high definition, matches all skin tones. So it is more popular.
                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        2
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    Does wig come with adjustable band 
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        Yes, the wig comes with adjustable strap. If you want elastic band, you can contact Wiggins Hair customer service to ask them to send you it.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        2
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    Are the combs and clueless wig clip still attached to the wigs? There are no options to add these items to the wigs anymore. 
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        Yes, the combs and clips are attached to the wigs. If you have other needs or requirments, you can contact with Wiggins Hair Service to ask more details.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        4
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    What is the circumference of this wig? 
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        The default cap size is medium (head circumference: 22.5inch). Wiggins Hair can also customize the large cap size (23.5inch) or small cap size (21.5inch) for this product. You can contact their customer service to add a note for you if you need or leave them a message about the cap size directly when checkout.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        4
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    I see it say buy one get one free how that work i buy the wig i want and you guys send it with the one i buy same length & same destiny?
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        The system of Wiggins hair will automatically send you the free wig. The free wig is sent randomly.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        5
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    Does the frontal have 4in parting from ear to ear or just in the middle? 
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        They can make the 13*4full lace frontal wig, you can leave a note when you place the order. Or you can contact with Wiggins Hair service to ask more details                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        5
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    Is the free wig a headband wig
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        The free wig is sent randomly by Wiggins. You can ask them about your order.                     
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        6
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    How long do you take to ship to Florida?
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        Different products have different shipping time. It is recommended that you tell Wiggins hair customer service the details of the hair you want, and they will tell you the shipping time.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        5
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    Am I able to get the hair wet? 
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        Of course, you are able to get the hair wet for a pretty looking.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        4
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    Do the wig come in black ? Is it pre plucked with baby hairs ? Is there combs inside 
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        It is natural black and the wig is also pre-plucked with baby hair. There has the combs inside.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        5
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    Can you side part
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        Yes, it can be side part.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        5
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    What kind of wig is the free wig ? 
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        The free wig is sent randomly by Wiggins hair. You can also ask their customer service.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        4
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    If I ordered 2 wigs one was for my daughter will I be getting 2 free wigs
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        If you buy two wigs in this link, then you will get extra 2 free wigs. Wiggins Hair will add the free wigs in their system. You can also ask them to check after you place the order.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        5
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    What do I put in for the free wig? And will it be the same wig that I ordered to be free? 
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        After you purchase this wig, the system will randomly send you an extra wig for free, you don't have to do anything else                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        5
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    Why are the wigs not coming up in the cart as BOGO?
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        If you want to buy this wig,  the free wig will be sent by the system automatically.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        4
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    How do i get a refund? 
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        You can contact Wiggins customer service for a refund                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        4
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    What is your customer service number to place a customized size small wig cap order?
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        The phone number is +86 15136438574, and the email is tg@wigginshair.com; You can leave a note when you place the order. Or you can contact WIGGINS service to help you add a note after you order successfully.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
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                    Q
                    are the wigs both glue and glueless?
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        They are glueless wigs.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        7
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    What's the cap size ? Typically I can choose it..
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        The default is medium size and the head circumference is 22.5 inches. If you want small or large size , you can contact customer service to help you customize                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        11
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    Do I have to bleach the knots for the wig, for it to blend in with my light skin tone?
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        The knots are slightly bleached during the production process, HD lace is also suitable for all skin tones, don't worry                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        10
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    How long does the wig last? 
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        It will last more than a year                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        12
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    Is this hair human hair?
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        Yes, all hair is 100% unprocessed virgin human hair.                     
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        88
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    Can I color the hair to different color?
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        Yes, it only could be bleached to #27 color, it couldn’t be bleached to lighter color.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        73
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    What is the characteristics of HD lace?
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        HD Lace is lighter and thinner, match all skins.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        61
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    Can I use installment payments?
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        Yes, you could choose it.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        49
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    Can I sleep with my hair?
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        Yes, to prevent tangle, it's better to wear a satin bonnet when sleeping.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        44
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    Can I restyle the hair? 
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        Of course you can make any styles as you want.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        33
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    How many times should I wash my wig/bundles?
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        You’d better wash and condition your hair twice a week.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        42
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    Can I pay it by card?
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        Yes, you could use the debit card or the credit card.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        33
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    How long can I received it?
                

                                
                    A
                    
                        The processing time is different for different wigs, you can check the product description for more details, or you can contact customer service.                    
                

                
                    1 answer(s)
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        30
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                    Q
                    Can I get some free gifts?
                

                                
                    A
                    
                         Yes, I placed several orders and received many gifts, and I also like them very much.                    
                

                
                    2 answer(s)
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                            Loose Deep Wave Lace Front Wigs Human Hair Long Wigs For Women
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